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      This year, we have once again weathered the pandemic, but the situation has

gradually stabilized. Students are able to go to school happily as usual and play with their

classmates. Whenever we go to school, everyone greets each other politely. Even though we

all wear masks, we can still recognize each other. This shows that we have established

good relationships in our school family.

        In order to provide diverse learning experiences for our children, our school has

arranged various visit activities, including science museums, supermarkets, and Brighter

Smiles Playland. This increases the opportunities for children to go out and learn outside

the classroom, and at the same time, enhances their interest in learning. In addition, our

school also places great emphasis on children's physical development. Through regular

jump rope classes, children not only exercise their body coordination but also improve

their cooperation skills, thereby building team spirit. This year, our school has also

organized various parent-child activities to promote parent-child relationships through

home-school cooperation. Our school has added a "Parent Corner" on the school website

to welcome parents to browse and deepen their understanding of the school.

       I would like to sincerely thank all parents for their love and trust in our school. We

will continue to work hard to create a beautiful learning environment and let our children

enjoy a happy and fulfilling kindergarten life.       

Principal Ms. Chan Fung Yin

https://www.stpstkg.edu.hk/
















Chin Yan Ming
PN (AM)

Lui Sze Chai Isaac
PN (PM)

Yuen Kai Tung Kandace
K1 (WD)

Law Nga Tung
K1 (AM)

     Yan Ming looks forward to the arrival of school bus every day because he really
likes going to school. When school started in September this year, Yan Ming was only
two and a half years old and didn't know much. One day, he sang the ABC song to us
at home, which he learnt from school. Looking at his happy face, we know that he
likes to sing and play with his teachers and classmates. Yan Ming and his father also
participated in the egg tart making workshop held by the Church. They enjoyed the
fun of parent-child cooking very much. Under the caring of the teachers and the
company of classmates, Yan Ming 's language and self-care abilities have also been
significantly improved. He is growing and improving day by day in the big family of
the school. We are all grateful to the school for giving the children unlimited care and
encouragement.

      My daughter, Nga-tung, is studying K1 this year. After school started in September, my
daughter has made progress in all aspects. Firstly, her attention span. Originally, my
daughter had no patience and could not "sit still" while doing homework. Now, she knows
how to keep her feet on the ground, sit well and do her homework. Secondly, she learnt how
to control a pen with the "first three-finger grip". After the teacher patiently taught the child
the correct way to hold the pen, my daughter's interest in drawing increased significantly.
When filling in the colors, she would say: "Ms. Chan taught me not to color out of bounds".
She has gone from only knowing how to doodle, to being able to use simple lines to draw. In
addition, her language skills have improved. Every morning, when she enters the school, she
will take the initiative to say "Good morning!" to the teachers, and also say "HELLO!" to her
peers. Thanks to the school team for patiently teaching and caring for the students. In the
pleasant learning environment of the school, the children's motivation to learn is greatly
improved, and the children are helped to gradually achieve their goals.

       Thank you Ms. Fan for sharing Tung-tung’s school life from time to time, which made
us feel more at ease as parents. At the same time, I also thank the principal and teachers
for their commitment in teaching, helping Tung-tung to gradually grow up independently!
Now Tung-tung will take the initiative to go to bed by herself, and in her spare time, she
will play the role of a teacher and teach us to read, write, sing and even dance. I was
particularly impressed by the lyrics of one of the songs the teacher taught in the class:
"...Pick up the toys, I'm the best, I've grown up." Tung-tung sang this with cute
movements such as a Thumbs up , with a little smile of confidence on her face. What's
even rarer is that she will take the responsibility of "cleaning up toys". This is a task she
would never have done before. It shows how influential the teachers are. We are so
grateful to the teacher for their patience so that Tung-tung can truly enjoy her childhood,
making her first step in learning, and getting alone with others. It helps her experience a
variety of new things that are very beneficial.

       I am a working parent of a child in the PN class. At first, I was worried that the
child would not be able to adapt to school life, but now I am very grateful that he
can enter the school by himself, and the adaptation time is shorter than expected. It
is all thanks to the teacher's patient care and teaching. Through close
communication with the teacher, I can know the progress of the child at school. I
would like to give special thanks to his class teacher for teaching my child according
to his needs. I also thank all the teachers and principal. Every time I pick my child up
at the school entrance, I can see their kind smiles and call the children's name. I feel
that the school attaches great importance to and cares for all children.



 
 

       For Juli it got much easier to say goodbye to us and leave for school in the
mornings since he developed the feeling of being welcome and safe with his
teachers and classmates. Building that feeling of trust in the little ones’ hearts
is a big challenge that Juli‘s teachers mastered amazingly well and therefore
fast. Although we are very happy with Juli‘s progress in using his speech - he
usually copies not only teachers‘ phrases but also how they sound when saying
those ;-) - we especially appreciate the teachers‘ work for creating an
extraordinarily caring environment, for increasing his self confidence and for
getting along with his classmates. The teachers‘ creation of a sheltered, warm
and colourful get-together that Juli feels comfortable in and encouraged to try
out new things and… „just“ to grow in… makes his school so very special to
our family.

     Thanks to the Principal, Ms. Chan, all the teachers, and the janitor staff, for
providing a happy campus and helping Ka-chun enjoy the school life very much. She
has learned a lot of new things and made many good friends in just a few months
since the beginning of school. She shares so much with us after school every day.
Sometimes she imitates Ms. Chan’s teaching; sometimes she performs morning
exercises for us and she always sings for us too. In one of the songs, at the end she
says - "I have grown up!” As parents, we were all very moved when we heard it,
especially watching her really grow up gradually. All the above can reflect the
dedication of the teachers. I hope that all the teachers will continue to work hard and
make persistent efforts so that each of our babies can learn more and every child can
thrive.

       In a blink of an eye, Chak-chak has been in school for more than two months. During
these two months, I am very grateful to St. Peter's Church Kindergarten for taking care of
and educating him. I feel that the kindergarten is a place where young children live
happily, and it is also a place where children are treated sincerely. One thing about the
kindergarten that touched me very much was that the principal and teachers really cared
about the children. They only met two or three times during the interview, but on the first
day of school, the principal and teachers already recognized him and remembered his
name. And when I usually pick up Chak-chak from school, I feel the conscientiousness of
Ms. Fan. Every feedback given has let me know about Chak-chak’s school life, and also
shared some discipline and teaching methods with me. I have gained a lot from the
school. I also feel that Chak-chak likes his kindergarten life very much. When he returns
home, he often share school activities with us and has made good friends. I am very
pleased that Chak-chak has improved a lot since he entered school.

       I am the parent of Chun-hei, and I would like to express my gratitude to the principal and
teachers. When Chun-hei first joined PN class, he yelled at the school gate and refused to enter.
The principal and all the teachers called his name every day, and they comforted and hugged him
patiently, which gave Chun-hei a sense of belonging and respect for the school, along with a sense
of security. Now in K1, he likes going to school every day, thanks to the care of the principal and all
the teachers. With the help of the teachers, Chun-hei overcame his fear of slides, and the
uneasiness of changing environments. He also learned to obey the rules, improved his self-care
ability, and gradually became willing to express himself completely. Thank you, Ms. Lau, the class
teacher of PN, and Ms. Chan, the current class teacher of K1, who are always willing to spend time
communicating with parents, and do their best to help each students. Thanks once again to every
teacher and staff member of the school, your love for children means that they  grow up healthy
and strong in a warm and comfortable environment. Finally, I am very grateful for all of your
selfless dedication and contribution to the students.
 

Tse Wai Chak
K1 (WD)

Chan Ka Chun
K1 (AM)

Law Chun Hei
K1 (AM)

Julius Frommann
K1 (WD)



 
 

      In one word: love. Paige was transferred from another kindergarten to St. Peter's Church Kindergarten
three years ago. She was timid and afraid of getting into trouble, unwilling to try new things, and didn't
enjoy playing with her peers. She even avoided playing on the favorite slides and rides and made many
excuses to evade them. When Covid hit, it deprived children of the opportunity to attend physical classes.
However, the school arranged online classes five days a week, and the teachers worked tirelessly to ensure
that the little ones continued to learn. After returning to school, Paige gradually opened up her heart with
the encouragement of the principal and teachers. She became more courageous, willing to try new things,
and showed great improvement in her social skills.
       I truly admire Principal Miss Chan, who led the teachers to bravely move St. Peter's Church Kindergarten
forward. She is willing to listen to and accept the opinions of parents and has worked to improve some
previous imperfections. The efforts of the principal, teachers, and staff have created a campus that feels like
home and is full of love. Through parent activities such as parent-child workshops and serving as a parent
volunteer, I have gained a better understanding of Paige's campus life, and have become more involved.  In
the blink of an eye, three years have passed, and the immature seedlings have grown up! They will move on
to larger gardens to continue to thrive. Thanks to the careful cultivation and recommendation of the
principal and teachers, Paige was successfully admitted to St. Paul's Co-educational College Primary School. I
would like to express my gratitude to St. Peter's Church Kindergarten once again for their love and care.

 
 

       I am deeply grateful to the kindergarten teachers for their care and education of the children. Throughout
our children's time in kindergarten, the teachers have shown great concern for their growth and
development, providing them with ample support and encouragement in their learning. They carefully attend
to the children's daily habits and communicate with us regularly to discuss how we can work together to help
the children progress.
      In our interactions with the teachers, we have been impressed by their enthusiasm and professionalism.
They are always willing to spend time communicating with parents and gaining a better understanding of the
children's needs, which allows them to provide even better care. They are also deeply invested in the
children's learning progress, offering valuable advice and support to help them master new knowledge and
skills. Additionally, the teachers prioritize the safety and health of the children, demonstrating a great deal of
care in all aspects of their work.
      The school's activities have also been a source of great satisfaction for us. The kindergarten frequently
holds open days, workshops, and parent meetings, which not only enable us to better understand our
children's learning, but also allow the children to experience joy and happiness in their school environment.
Furthermore, the school organizes many extracurricular and community activities, such as visiting dental
clinics and hosting lectures on social knowledge, such as fire safety and fencing. These activities help to
deepen the children's personal interests, and cultivate their teamwork and social skills.
      We are deeply grateful for all that the teachers at the kindergarten have done for our children. Their
dedication and care have allowed us to send our children to school with peace of mind, knowing that they are
receiving the best care and education. We will continue to support the school's work, and we believe that our
children's future will be bright.
      Finally, my wife and I are especially grateful to the school for accommodating our request to re-enroll our
child in the morning class of K3 for the next school year. We know that this required a great deal of effort on
the school's part, and we are truly appreciative of their hard work and dedication. The three of us are very
grateful to the kindergarten.

     Time flies, Long Kiu has been attending St. Peter's Church Kindergarten for three
years, from class N to K2. We would like to express our gratitude to the principal and
teachers for their love, dedication, and teaching. Long Kiu loves learning and making
good friends in this nurturing environment, which has added a lot of color to Long Kiu's
life. We sincerely thank all the teachers and staff for their selfless dedication, which has
helped Long Kiu to continue growing and progressing in their learning.

           I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to the entire school for taking care of
Ming Yin and providing him with a happy kindergarten life. Before transferring to St.
Peter's Church Kindergarten, he never talked about his campus life, but now he loves
sharing the details of his day every night. He talks about toilet training at school, happy
conversations with Miss Rainbow, Miss Kwan, Miss Chan, and Principal Miss Chan. I am
grateful that Ming Yin was able to study at St. Peter's Church Kindergarten from PN to K3.

Lee Long Kiu
K2 (AM)

Hung Pak Hei
K2 (AM)

Anise Paige Tse
K3 (PM)

Lau Ming Yin 
K3 (WD)



    St Peter's is a wonderful kindergarten with amazing teachers and supportive staff.
My son joyfully prepares for school each morning and sometimes asks me to pick him
up late. He always speaks positively about his teachers and the school aunties.  My
child is very confident and determined. I'm grateful that his teachers have supported
his personality and character development. He is aware of his abilities and areas he
needs to develop, and always tells me what he needs to work on and how he intends
on achieving his goals. 
      He approaches his school work with a growth mindset, he wants to know more, he
wants to experiment and understand even when he has no idea how to do it, he is
optimistic that he will find a way. I believe his teachers model this attitude and teach
children that a little effort, practice and determination will help them achieve their
goals.  I'm grateful that the teachers at St Peter's Church Kindergarten have cared for
my son lovingly. My son started attending school at St Peter's as a native English-
speaking child. We do not speak any Chinese at home yet, in the space of a few
months, he started using Chinese with his friends. I believe he is on the path to being
fully bilingual because of the dedication of his teachers. Lately, he plays at home by
himself in Chinese and switches between the two languages naturally when playing
with friends. He helps us translate when we are in places where Chinese is the only
language spoken, and he always tries to read Chinese characters. Chinese is his
favorite subject.  
      The school plans activities in advance and notifies parents in time to allow parents
to plan accordingly. Teachers update us on what children are doing and how parents
can support children to reach their potential. There's a lot of transparency and trust.
As my son grows, so will the seeds of kindness, love and empathy planted by his
teachers. Thank you for all you do! May you always be blessed and blissful. 

      Yi Wing has been studying at St. Peter's Church Kindergarten since Nursery Class.
Initially, she was very reserved and lacked confidence, and she struggled to communicate
with others. We were all very worried, but fortunately, the teachers were caring and
patient, and they guided her every step of the way. In addition to the school's regular
teaching, there were also extracurricular activities and games held by Miss Rainbow, which
helped Yi Wing to gradually become more cheerful, lively, and brave. We are grateful to all
the teachers, but we would like to give a special thank you to Miss Fan for her love and
patience with Yi Wing. Thanks to her care, Yi Wing has made significant improvements in
K2 and is now willing to express her needs. We would also like to thank Miss Lu for her
teaching. Yi Wing has learned many new words and principles from her.
         Although Yi Wing is still nervous and shy when facing new people, she really enjoys
going to school and loves the school, teachers, and classmates. We are grateful to the
school for providing Yi Wing with a nurturing environment to grow and learn.

 
 

       Lok Lok is about to graduate from K3 soon, and his younger sister is also preparing to study in
K2. I am delighted to be a part of the big family of St. Peter’s Church Kindergarten. All the teachers
in this school are excellent; they are polite and take care of the children's needs. As parents, we
know that character building, self-care, moral values, and social skills are essential for our
children's growth. The school not only offers many activities but also places great emphasis on
academics. Additionally, students in full-day classes rave about the delicious school menu.
      In conclusion, I hope that every child who studies at St. Peter's Church Kindergarten will grow
up happy and healthy.

Lam Yi Wing Ellie
K3(PM)

Shum Lok 
K3 (WD)

Noah Eillott
K3 (WD)



      The amount of love and passion this school’s teachers have is really admirable.
If there is one word that I can use to describe them it is— Compassionate. They
are very compassionate towards the kids and they truly show how great they are
not only as teachers but as individuals. Their care and love for the kids show
through their work. My child always tells me how much fun he had during his time
in school. That testament gives me so much happiness because as a mother, I
only want what's best for my kids and their happiness is my happiness. I also truly
appreciate how approachable the teachers are. They can be contacted easily and
that gives me peace at home because I can easily contact them and ask about
what my child is doing and also how he is in school.
       The school’s activities are also very lovely that not only can my child have fun,
but we can also join as a family and fill out our memory box with happy moments
— moments that my children will always remember and bring wherever they go. I
am truly one of the lucky ones because I know my child is in good hands in school.
I am truly thankful for the teachers love for the kids and their passion at work, it is
truly admirable.

   This is Sum Yi's last year at St. Peter’s Church Kindergarten. Due to Covid, she was
unable to attend school from PN to K1. However, the teachers arranged Zoom classes
every day to ensure that the children did not get bored and could continue to enjoy
the school atmosphere. The kindergarten is constantly innovating and patiently
improving children's learning. Every teacher, janitor, and principal in the school is
patient, caring, and treats each child seriously. The teachers also share our children's
school life with us, so we can know what they have improved on and what we need to
be aware of. We are very grateful that Sum Yi has grown with care and love in this
kindergarten. Thank you very much.

      I am Karlie's mother. Before we knew it, the K3 semester has come to an end. Looking
back to when Karlie started attending the preparatory class, she needed more sense of
security and would cry for school during the first three months. Her Chinese listening and
expression were more difficult, but it is a common experience for many children. I am
grateful for Teacher Liu's attentive care and the self-care skills Karlie learned at school.
Although she transferred to another school in K1, she returned to St. Peter's Church
Kindergarten in K2 because we felt that it was full of love. Every morning, Principal Chan,
Teacher Chan, and the teachers greet parents and students at the school gate, which creates
a friendly atmosphere and makes us feel at home. Karlie's K2 homeroom teacher was Teacher
Fan, and I appreciate her gentle speech and thoughtful explanations. When the pandemic
struck, there were fewer physical classes and group activities. 
      In K3, the class resumed regular learning, and there were more outdoor activities. Karlie
was most looking forward to visiting the Traffic Safety City and going on the graduation trip
to Ocean Park. Karlie has grown up, and her current homeroom teacher, Teacher Lu, is more
cautious about the children's behavior. She points out when Karlie does something wrong
and corrects it quickly. Teacher Lu often says that Karlie does not need to worry because she
can follow the teacher's instructions and help other classmates, which reassures me as a
mother. Karlie had the opportunity to participate in the Happy Little Bee Team activities and
learned to be a diligent, polite, caring, and loving child. 
      Finally, I would like to thank Principal Chan, all the teachers, and the school staff for their
attentive care. Karlie has grown up happily and joyfully at school, which is a school full of love.
Let us continue to pass on education with love. Thank you, teachers.

Au Sin Ying Karlie 
K3 (PM)

Tung Pak Ting Charles
K3 (WD)

Lau Sum Yee Hailey 
K3 (PM)



Parent workshop
It turns out that building blocks can be so much fun!

Pastel Nagomi Art Parents Workshop

Parent Workshop
Painting pastels and talking about parenting

Teacher Development Day
Chinese Porcelain Painting Workshop

Parent-child Hand cream workshop
Pamper Others for Love

Visit Walled City and Sheng Kung Hui Holy Trinity Cathedral

 

Fencing Demonstration and Experience

Half Day Tour of Belcher Bay Promenade, Western District, Hong Kong

Grace Church Parent-child Bake Workshop

(Scan below QR code for Parents' reflections after the event)

Fluid Art Plate Training



Parent-child Christmas Stocking Design Contest

Lunar New Year Parent-child Fai Chun Design Competition 

The Hong Kong Putonghua Competition 2023 - School Selection

3D Easter Bunny Design Competition

One Person One Flower - "My Favorite plant" Competition

"Joyful Fruit Month" Fruit Coloring Competition 

Intra School Art Competition

K1(PM) Wong Lok Ying         K2(AM) Ling Pui Lam       K3(WD) Man Hoi Lam

K1(AM) Wong Sum Wai         K2(WD) Chung Po Yee       K3(PM) Anise Paige Tse

K1(AM) Cheng Pak Yui River   K2(AM) Wong Suet Yin      K3(PM) Lam Yi Wing Ellie 

PN(AM) Wong Tsz Leong     K1(WD) Chan Chi Lok Clarence   K2(AM) Cheng Yi Lok    K3(WD) Noah Eillott

PN(AM) Wong Tsz Long       K1(AM) Law Chun Hei             K2(AM) Hung Pak Hei    K3(PM) Yip Tsz Ue

PN(PM) Li Chi Lung Derick   K1(AM) Kong Cheuk Lai           K2(AM) Lee Long Kiu    K3(PM) Wong Agnes

PN(PM) Yung Long Hang     K1(PM) Chan Ching Ling    K2(WD) Chung Po Yee    K3(PM) Anise Paige Tse

PN(AM) Chin Yan Ming       K1(AM) Chau Yuen Yuet     K2(AM) Chu Ngo Yin     K3(PM) Lam Yi Wing Ellie
PN(AM) Wong Tsz Leong     K1(WD) Wong Hoi Lam      K2(AM) Ng Yan Ue       K3(WD) Wong Leung Yui

PN(AM) Lee Ssing Wai Jasmine K1(WD) Tse Wai Chak     K2(WD) Chung Po Yee    K3(PM) Au Sin Ying Karlie

PN(PM) Lui Sze Chai Isaac      K1(WD) Lai Shun Yiu       K2(AM) Chui Lok Hei     K3(PM) Yip Tse Ue

PN(AM) Chin Yan Ming           K1(WD) Shum Yui Tung     K2(AM) Hung Pak Hei    K3(WD) Wong Leung Yui

  K1(WD) Tse Wai Chak           K2(AM) Ng Yan Ue            K3(PM) Anise Paige Tse

Junior Section Company Section Senior Section

  K1(AM) Chau Yuen Yuet                                          K3(WD) Hau Hoi Sun

  K1(WD) Shum Yui Tung                                           K3(WD) Sham  Lok

PN(AM) Chin Yan Ming      K1(AM) Chau Yuen Yuet   K2(AM) Chui Lok Hei     K3(WD) Yu Yik Hei

PN(PM) Lui Sze Chai Isaac  K1(AM) Chan Ka Chun    K2(WD) Cheng Ming Hei  K3(PM) Ho Yu Pan

PN(AM) Kwok Chin Yau      K1(AM) Cheng Yi Wing    K2(AM) Ng Yan Ue        K3(WD) Shum Lok

PN(PM) Liu Tsz Him      K1(AM) Chau Yuen Yuet   K2(AM) Hung Pak Hei    K3(PM) Yip Tse Ue

PN(PM) Lo Tse Ue        K1(WD) Tse Wai Chak      K2(AM) Lee Long Kiu    K3(PM) Ho Yu Pan

PN(AM) Chin Yan Ming    K1(AM) Cheung Yi Shen    K2(AM) Cheng Yi Lok    K3(WD) Shum Lok



                           Hong Kong Children and Youth Great Musicians 2023 Grade1 Drum Set Certificate of Excellence

The Only Scarf Design Competition - K3 Free Creation 2nd Runner Up

            2022 Excellent Cup Hong Kong Olympic Mathematics Challenge - First Prize
                            Hong Kong Mathematics & Math Olympiad Open 2022  Silver Award

2022 Internatiopnal Elite Chidlren Underwater World Painting Contest Division: K3 Champion
Ocean Creatures Painting Contest 2022 Division: K3 Champion

2023 IDTA Trophy cum CDPA Latin Open - Group for age 6 or below   The Fifth place 

                            Hong Kong Mathematics & Math Olympiad Open 2023  Bronze Award

2023 Young Children's English Song Preliminary Singing Contest2023 Young Children's English Song Preliminary Singing Contest  
(,Southern,Central and Western District)(,Southern,Central and Western District)

Merit AwardMerit Award

Anise Paige Tse

Lau Sum Yee Hailey
Au Sin Ying Karlie

 Cheung Yuet Kiu Cherine

K3(PM) K3(WD) 
Yung Gee Tung Lau Sze Hon

Noah Elliott 
Tseng Yik Sen

74th Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival74th Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival  

Agnes Wong
Wu Titus Yuen Tai
Anise Paige Tse

K3(WD) 

K3(PM) 

Hau Hoi Sun

B GradeB Grade

Chinese and English Penmanship Competition
Chinese English

Cover Design Competition
Graduation Ceremony Parent-child 

PN(PM) — Liu Tsz Him

K2(WD) Chau    Ying   K3(PM) Wan Yuet Charlie

K2(AM) Mason  Chan   K3(WD) Wong Sum Yu

K2(AM) Poon Yat Sun  K3(PM) Au Sin Ying Karlie

K2(AM) Ling Pui Lam   K3(PM) Lau Sum Yee Hailey

K2(WD) Chung Po Yee   K3(PM) Anise Paige Tse

K2(AM) Hung Pak Hei   K3(PM) Yung Gee Tung

K2(AM) Wong Yui Oi    K3(PM) Ho Yu Pan

K2(AM) Ng Yan Ue      K3(WD) Lau Sze Hon

School Journal Editors and Design : Miss Ashley Kwan & Miss Yendy Fan

Hong Kong Children Arts & Academics Association Chinese Literacy Competition - Gold Award 

General Aptitude Putonghua Shuiping Kaoshi Kindergarten Senior Section - A Grade 


